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Abstract. This paper develops the concept of decomposition for chemical reaction networks, based on which a
network decomposition technique is proposed to capture the stability of large-scale networks charac-
terized by a high number of species, high dimension, high deficiency, and/or non-weakly reversible
structure. We present some sufficient conditions to capture the stability of a network (may possess
any dimension, any deficiency, and/or any topological structure) when it can be decomposed into
a complex balanced subnetwork and a few 1-dimensional subnetworks (and/or a few two-species
subnetworks), especially in the case when there are shared species in different subnetworks. The
results cover encouraging applications on autocatalytic networks with some frequently-encountered
biochemical reactions examples of interest, such as the autophosphorylation of PAK1 and Aurora B
kinase, autocatalytic cycles originating from metabolism, etc.
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1. Introduction. Chemical reaction networks (CRNs) have a pivotal role in various fields
including chemistry, system biology, molecular biology as well as other potential applications.
The research on CRNs aims at studying the connection between the networks’ structure and
underlying dynamical characteristics, e.g. oscillations, persistence, stability, etc. Thereinto,
the issue of stability for CRNs, especially in the mass-action kinetics setting, has received
considerable critical attention, which is also the concern in the current paper.
The study refers to the stability for CRNs with general structure is difficult in general
while a number of researchers [3, 6, 9–12, 27] have reported that certain networks equipped
with special structure (e.g. reversible, or weakly reversible) exhibit convergence behaviors.
Horn and Jackson [18] proposed the well-known deficiency zero theorem, which stated that a
weakly reversible deficiency zero mass action system (MAS) is complex balanced and has a
unique equilibrium in every positive stoichiometric compatibility class. Meanwhile, each such
equilibrium is proved to be asymptotically stable by taking the pseudo-Helmholtz function
as a Lyapunov function. Later, this result was extended by Feinberg [11], named as the
deficiency one theorem, in which the deficiency can be relaxed, i.e., not necessarily equal to
zero. Another way to reach the stability of equilibria for complex balanced MASs (also contains
detailed balanced MASs) was introduced in [28], which established a compact mathematical
formulation to exhibit the dynamics of the network through the complex graph. Further, the
studies of [19,20] have applied the results on complex balanced MASs to more CRNs. It says
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that if an MAS can be transformed into a complex balanced MAS through the linear conjugacy
approach, then the former shares the same stability as the latter. Several other attempts have
been made to the stability for more CRNs by constructing their corresponding Lyapunov
functions. For instance, the scaling limits of non-equilibrium potential [2] were taken as the
Lyapunov function for birth-death processes from a microscopic perspective; the piecewise
linear in rates Lyapunov function [1] was put forward for some balanced MASs; the paper [22]
developed a generalized pseudo-Helmholtz function to the stability analysis for a general
balanced MAS by taking advantage of the reconstruction and reverse reconstruction strategies.
In the meanwhile, the generalized pseudo-Helmholtz function also succeeded in settling the
stability for complex-balanced-produced MASs [30]. Recently, Fang and Gao [8] proposed a
systematic approach called Lyapunov function PDEs to the stability for general CRNs, which
has been validated well on complex balanced, 1-dimensional, special high dimensional and
complex balanced produced CRNs so far.
However, except for the above special cases, in most cases, such as the biological systems,
many CRNs are non-weakly reversible, of any deficiency, and of any arbitrary dimension.
More importantly, when the dimensions of the networks become large, the associated stability
problem becomes challenging. Especially, as the rapid development of systems biology and
synthetic biology, studying the dynamical behaviors of complex and large biochemical reac-
tions has drawn great attention. Some investigators focuses on the properties of large-scale
CRNs by joining small networks (e.g., cross-talk) or decomposing networks (e.g., inhibition),
like identifiability [13], multistationarity, stability [25] and stationary distribution [15]. They
mainly use the information of the small parts to infer the properties of the large network
synthesized by these parts. In particular, these contributions will promote the research on
cross-talk [7,14,24], which refers to the situation where two or more signaling pathways with
the same components affect each other, and shows great application potential in medicine.
In line with the above mentioned studies, this paper is devoted to deriving the stability of
large-scale CRNs by decomposing them into low dimensional networks and/or parts having
special structures (e.g. reversible, weakly reversible). Note that the networks we are concerned
with are all non-weakly reversible, of any dimension, and of any deficiency. To be specific,
we first show the results that if the decomposition of a CRN contains a complex balanced
CRN and several 1-dimensional/two-species CRNs, then we can determine its stability by
utilizing the information given by subnetworks. i.e. the corresponding Lyapunov functions
for the subnetworks. These results cover two basic cases (i) the subnetworks have disjoint
species sets, and (ii) the subnetworks have shared species. Further, such a dimension reduc-
tion decomposition approach is applied to analyze the stability for some practical biological
reactions, including the autophosphorylation of PAK1 and Aurora B kinase, autocatalytic cy-
cles, etc. Moreover, we deal with a common class of autocatalytic reactions as an application.
It proves that the stability for such CRNs can be captured in terms of the characteristics
of the small parts: two-species autocatalytic CRNs generated from decomposition. In some
sense, the present study may offer some significant insights into the field of stability analysis
to synthetic biology and artificial life.
The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 states the motivation of
this study. In section 3, we discuss the definition of decomposition and the decomposition
technique that serves for capturing the stability of a CRN. Section 4 suggests a kind of special
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decomposition that includes two-species subnetworks, and the sufficient condition to render
stability is also presented in this special case. In section 5, we consider some applications of
the proposed methods to autocatalytic CRNs. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Notation:
Rn,Rn≥0,Rn>0 : n-dimensional real space, non-negative real space, positive real space, respec-
tively.
Zn≥0 : n-dimensional non-negative integer space.




j , where x ∈ Rd, v·i ∈ Zd and 00 = 1.
Ln(x) : Ln(x) = (lnx1, · · · , lnxn)>, where x ∈ Rn>0.
C i(· ; ∗) : the set of ith continuous differentiable functions from ”·” to ”*”.
s.t. : such that.
ei : unit vector with ith element being one while others being zero.
2. Motivation statement. A CRN N = (S, C,R) equipped with mass-action kinetics is
called an MAS, denoted by M = (S, C,R,K), where S is the species set, C the complex set,
R the reaction set, and K the reaction rate constant set. More terminologies about CRNs
and MASs can be found in Appendix 1: CRNs and related stability resutlts. CRNs or MASs
can be grouped according to the dimension of stoichoimetric subspace into 1-dimensional,
2-dimensional networks, etc., or according to structure into weakly reversible and non-weakly




= ΓΞ(x) = kix
v.i , x ∈ Rn≥0,
the stability issue in the Lyapunov sense is about how to construct an available Lyapunov
function suggesting the equilibrium x∗ constrained by ΓΞ(x∗) = 0 stable. It was reported that
there have been available Lyapunov functions for complex balanced networks [18] (i.e., the
classical pseudo-Helmholtz free energy function (A.5)) and 1-dimensional networks [8] (i.e.,
(A.6)).
Although it becomes relatively routine to generate Lyapunov functions for the above two
classes of networks, there are no systematic methods for others to construct the Lyapunov
functions, especially for those extremely complicated ones (or large-scale) characterized by
high number of species, high dimension, high deficiency, and/or non-special structure, like
metabolic regulatory networks, gene regulatory networks in biological systems. It will pose a
great challenge to perform the stability analysis for them. However if we observe those large-
scale networks from the viewpoint of part or locality, the subnetwork may be very special, even
to be weakly reversible and/or 1-dimensional. We use the following example [15] to illustrate
our idea.
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Example 1. The network route takes
S1 / S2o / S3o / S4o ,
S1 + S2 // 2S2 , S2 + S3 // 2S2 ,(2)





which looks rather complicated, and has dimension 5, deficiency 3 and non-weakly reversible
structure. However, its subnetworks, as an example of a kind of decomposition, may include
a weakly reversible network on {S1, S3, S5} given by




and three 1-dimensional CRNs on {S1, S2}, {S2, S3}, {S3, S4} successively,
N1 : S1 / S2o , S1 + S2 // 2S2 ,
N2 : S2 / S3o , S2 + S3 // 2S2 ,
N3 : S3 / S4o , 2S4 / S3 + S4o .
If every subnetwork is stable (relatively easy to be checked), is it possible for the original
network to be stable too, or can the Lyapunov function for the original network be derived
from those known ones for special subnetworks? This naive idea motivates us to analyze the
stability of a large-scale or complicated network through decomposing it into some small-scale
and/or simple subnetworks for which the Lyapunov functions are known.
3. Decomposition technique. There are two possibilities in decomposing a network into
some subnetworks: one is that all subnetworks have no disjoint species, the other is that there
are shared species among subnetworks. We discuss these two cases in this section, but give
the definition of decomposition first.
3.1. Decomposition.
Definition 1. (Decomposition). For an M = (S, C,R,K) given by (1) that admits an
equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rn>0, if there are finitely many M(p) = (S(p), C(p),R(p),K(p)) satisfying
(1) S = ∪ S(p), C = ∪ C(p),R = ∪ R(p),K = ∪ K(p);
(2) every M(p) = (S(p), C(p),R(p),K(p)) admits an equilibrium x∗(p) ∈ Rnp>0, in which each
entry is the same as that in x∗ if they represent the concentration of the same species in S,
then N = (S, C,R) is said to be decomposable.
Based on the decomposition definition, we have the following property about the equilib-
rium.
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Property 1. Consider anM = (S, C,R,K) governed by (1), and x∗ ∈ Rn>0 is an equilibrium
in M. Assume M can be decomposed into a complex balanced M(0) = (S(0), C(0),R(0),K(0))
and ` 1-dimensional M(p) = (S(p), C(p),R(p),K(p)), p = 1, ..., `. If ∀p ∈ {1, · · · , `}, x∗(p) ∈
Rnp>0, as defined in Definition 1, is a reaction vector balanced equilibrium in M(p), then x∗ is
a generalized balanced equilibrium in M.
Proof. Let each entry of x∗
(0) ∈ Rn0>0 equals to the entry of x∗ pointing to the same species
in S, then x∗(0) is a complex balanced equilibrium in M(0). Based on Definition A.8 and
Definition 1, it is straightforward to reach the conclusion.
Note that the network decomposition will not generate or lose species, complex and reac-
tion. Since every subnetwork is relatively simple and smaller-scale compared with the original
network, it is possible to analyze the stability of every subnetwork and accordingly infer that
of the original network. There are two cases when implementing network composition, one is
∀p 6= q, S(p)∩S(q) = ∅, the other is S(p)∩S(q) 6= ∅. In the following, we will discuss these two
situations respectively, and moreover, the subnetworks are limited to be complex balanced
and 1-dimensional for convenience of stability analysis.
3.2. Decomposition: subnetworks with disjoint species sets. This case is relatively
trivial, especially when the subnetworks are complex balanced and 1-dimensional. In the
following we directly give a conclusion.
Theorem 2. For an M = (S, C,R,K) governed by (1), let x∗ ∈ Rn>0 be an equilibrium in
M. Suppose thatM can be decomposed into a complex balancedM(0) = (S(0), C(0),R(0),K(0))
and ` 1-dimensional M(p) = (S(p), C(p),R(p),K(p)), p = 1, ..., `, and moreover, ∀p 6= q ∈
{0, 1, ..., `}, S(p)∩S(q) = ∅. If for every 1-dimensional subnetwork there is ω>p ∂∂x(p)h(x
∗(p) , 1) <
0, then M is locally asymptotically stable at x∗, where h(x∗(p) , 1) and ωp follow the definition
of (A.7), and x∗
(p) ∈ Rnp>0 is an equilibrium in M(p), p = 1, ..., `, n0 +
∑`
p=1 np = n.
Proof. The result is similar to Theorem 27 in [8] where a composition network containing
a complex balanced MAS and some 1-dimensional MASs is proved asymptotically stable, and
we thus omit it here.
3.3. Decomposition: subnetworks with shared species. The situation will become in-
tractable if the subnetworks share species in network decomposition. In this case, the dynamic
behaviors of the subsystems will affect each other through the shared species. However, we
manage to derive a sufficient condition to suggest the asymptotic stability of a class of net-
works that can be decomposed into a complex balanced subnetwork and a few 1-dimensional
subnetworks but with species shared among subnetworks.
Theorem 3. Given an M = (S, C,R,K) with the dynamics (1) and an equilibrium x∗ ∈
Rn>0, assume it can be decomposed into a complex balanced M(0) and ` 1-dimensional M(p)’s,
p = 1, · · · , `, and moreover, ∀p, q ∈ {1, · · · , `}, Ep := S(0)
⋂





or ∅, and every M(p) is reaction vector balanced. Then M is locally asymptotically stable at
x∗ if for every p ∈ {1, ..., `} the following conditions are true
(1) for all Sj ∈ Ep in v(p)·l −→ v
′(p)
·l there is v
(p)
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Proof. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix 2. B. The proof of Theorem 3.
4. Special decomposition: a complex balanced subnetwork and some two-species sub-
networks with shared species. In this section, we weaken the conditions presented in The-
orem 3 by considering the decomposition including two-species subnetworks, which are 1-
dimensional essentially, instead of general 1-dimensional networks. Further, we extend the
previous decomposition method to deal with more complex CRNs for capturing stability.
4.1. Two-species CRNs and stability. Consider a class of two-species CRNs with dimen-
sion 1 defined on the species set {Si, Sj}, given by
Lω : v·l
kl // v′·l , Rω : v·l
kl // v′·l ,(4)
where Lω = {l : v′·l − v·l = ω> = (wi, wj)}, and Rω = {l : v′·l − v·l = −ω> = −(wi, wj)}. This
class of CRNs satisfies that each vil = a ∀l in Lω and each vjl = b ∀l in Rω.
The stability of the two-species MASs can be naturally reached by adopting the Lyapunov
function given in (A.6) for all 1-dimensional MASs. However, we propose another one below
for the same purpose, which yet will play an important role on weakening the conditions of
Theorem 3 when implementing the network decomposition technique.
Lemma 4. For a class of two-species CRNs defined above, suppose it is reaction vector
balanced with an equilibrium x∗ = (x∗i , x
∗

































can act as a Lyapunov function to suggest that x∗ is locally
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Based on the continuity of ∇2f(x) with respect to x and conditions (6),(7), there exists a
neighborhood of x∗, denoted by D(x∗), such that ∀x ∈ D(x∗)
⋂
S +(x∗), there is ∇2f(x) >


















= (0, 0)> yields f(x∗) = 0 and f(x) > 0 for
any x ∈ D(x∗)
⋂
S +(x∗) but x 6= x∗.















































































which means x = x∗. Therefore, f(x) can be used as a Lyapunov function to capture the local
asymptotic stability of x∗.
In the following, we consider a special class of two-species networks, i.e., two-species
autocatalytic CRNs. Autocatalytic CRNs is an active area of research on biological systems
(e.g., DNA replications [26], population evolution, etc), life and artificial life [17, 21, 29] (to
describe self-organizing systems), and chemistry. The notion of autocatalytic reactions is
usually used to describe a class of reactions that are catalyzed by the products.
Definition 5 (a reduced version of autocatalytic CRNs [15]). An MAS M = (S, C,R,K) is
said to be autocatalytic if it satisfies
(1) all reactions have a net consumption of one Si and a net production of one Sj, i.e., in
the form of
Si + (αj − 1)Sj
ki,αj // αjSj , αj ≥ 1 ,
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and for convenience, denote the collection of the above reactions by
Ri,j := {v·l −→ v′·l ∈ R : v′·l − v·l = ej − ei},
where ei and ej are unit vectors;
(2) there must exist a pair of monomolecular reversible reactions;
(3) if Si −→ Sj ∈ Ri,j ⊂ R and Sl −→ Sj ∈ Rl,j ⊂ R, then the reactions in Ri,j and Rl,j
contain reactions of the same molecularity such that there exists some c ∈ R>0 with
c · (ki,1, ..., ki,nj ) = (kl,1, ..., kl,nj ),
where nj represents the highest integer of the reaction Si + (nj − 1)Sj −→ njSj.
Any two-species autocatalytic CRN is a 1-dimensional network, and is thus locally asymp-
totically stable at its equilibrium based on Lemma 4.
Corollary 6. For any two-species autocatalytic M = (S, C,R,K) governed by Eq. (8) with
Lω = Ri,j, Rω = Rj,i, wi = −1, wj = 1, assume it admits a reaction vector balanced equilib-


































can behave as a Lyapunov function to show x∗











Proof. By applying Lemma 4 to the two-species autocatalytic MAS, the result is obvious.







k2,3 // 3S1 ,
S1 + 2S2
k1,3 // 3S2 ,
2S1 S1 + S2
k2,2oo k1,2 // 2S2 .
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The type of autocatalytic CRN can be used to model the foraging system in ants for the research
on decision-making problems [23]. Here, we focus on the properties of its equilibria. By
choosing k1,3 = k2,3 = k1,2 = 1, k2,2 = 3, k2,1 = 2, k1,1 = 4, the dynamical equations are as
follows {
ẋ1 = −(4x1 + x1x22 + x1x2) + 2x2 + x2x21 + 3x1x2,
ẋ2 = 4x1 + x1x
2
2 + x1x2 − (2x2 + x2x21 + 3x1x2).
We can calculate an equilibrium (1, 1)> within the positive compatibility class {x1 + x2 = 2}.













t2 + t+ 4
dt.
Then it is easy to validate that (1, 1)> satisfies Eqs. (6) and (7), that is
2− x∗21 |x∗1=1 = 1 > 0,
and
4− x∗22 |x∗2=1 = 3 > 0.
Therefore, (1, 1)> is locally asymptotically stable.
Remark 7. If a two-species autocatalytic CRN is at-most-biomolecular (the sum of sto-
ichiometric coefficients of any complex in the network is at most 2 [13]), i.e., every αi ≤ 2
and αj ≤ 2, then this system must be locally asymptotically stable since Eqs. (6) and (7) are
satisfied naturally.
4.2. CRNs decomposed into a complex balanced subnetwork and some two-species
subnetworks. When the decomposition contains two-species networks instead of general 1-
dimensional networks, we have the following result.
Theorem 8. For an M = (S, C,R,K) described by (1) with an equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rn>0,
assume it can be broken into a complex balanced M(0) = (S(0), C(0),R(0),K(0)) and ` reac-
tion vector balanced two-species M(p) = (S(p), C(p),R(p),K(p)), p = 1, ..., `, and moreover,
∀p, S(p) = {Si, Sj} ⊆ S and Ep := S(0)
⋂
S(p) 6= ∅. Then the local asymptotic stability of x∗
can be achieved if the following conditions are true,
(1) let E =
⋃`





(2) for any species Sj ∈ S(p)
⋂
S(q), p, q ∈ {1, · · · , `}, the reactions in M(p) and M(q)
contain the same stoichiometric coefficient of Sj such that there is a constant c ∈ R>0 with
(k
(p)
1 , · · · , k
(p)
rp ) = c · (k
(q)
1 , · · · , k
(q)
rq ), rp = rq.
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Proof. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix 2. C. The proof of Theorem 8.
Remark 9. Unlike Theorem 3, the above result suggests that the decomposed two-species
CRNs may share more species but not just the species included in S(0).
By combing Theorem 8 with Theorem 3, we can easily obtain another decomposition
pattern that may be applied to more CRNs.
Corollary 10. Given a M = (S, C,R,K) governed by (1) with an equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rn>0, as-
sume it can be decomposed into a complex balancedM(0) and ` 1-dimensionalM(p)’s satisfying
reaction vector balancing. Then the system is locally asymptotically stable at x∗ if
(1) ∀p, q ∈ {1, · · · , `}, when M(p),M(q) are both two-species CRNs and all their reactions
satisfy condition (2) in Theorem 8; when M(p),M(q) are two-species CRNs but do not satisfy





or ∅ with Ep := S(0)
⋂
S(p) 6= ∅;
(2) ∀p = 1, · · · , `, for those M(p)s that are two-species CRNs and satisfy condition (2) in
Theorem 8, conditions (1) and (3) in Theorem 8 is satisfied, and for others conditions (1)
and (2) in Theorem 3 are satisfied.
We revisit the network (2) in Example 1 to illustrate Theorem 8 and Corollary 10.
Example 3. Assume this network is constrained by x1 + x3 + x5 = 3, x1 + x2 = 2 and
x3 + x4 = 2. Under the rate constants given below it has an equilibrium x
∗ = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)>.
For convenience of applying Corollary 10, we consider four subnetworks











(2) two-species autocatalytic M(1) and M(2) on {S1, S2} and {S2, S3}, which own respec-
tive reaction vector equilibrium (x∗1, x
∗
2)
> = (1, 1)> and (x∗2, x
∗
3)




o , S1 + S2





o , S2 + S3
1 // 2S2 ;









1 / S3 + S4
2
o .
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From Definition 1 and Property 1, the network is decomposable, and x∗ = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)>
is a generalized equilibrium in M. Further, we have E1 = {S1}, E2 = {S3}, E3 = {S3},
S(1)
⋂
S(3) = ∅, S(2)
⋂
S(3) = {S3} ∈ E2 and S(1)
⋂
S(2) = {S2} /∈
⋃3
i=1Ei. Finally, we check
the other needed conditions in Corollary 10.
• condition (1) in Corollary 10 holds since all the reactions in N1 and N2 satisfy condition
(2) in Theorem 8. Although N3 is a two-species CRN, it does not meet condition (2) in
Theorem 8.
• condition (2) in Corollary 10 holds: condition (1) in Theorem 8 is true in M(1),
since ω1 = (−1, 1), for S2
2−→ S1 in Rω1, v
(1)
12 − a(1) = 0 − 1 = ω11, and in M(2) similar
analysis can be made to prove true; condition (3) in Theorem 8 holds since M(1) and M(2)
are two-species autocatalytic MASs and fulfill Eq. (14). Besides, condition (1) in Theorem 3
is true since in M(3), S3 ∈ E3, for S3
2−→ S4, S3 + S4
2−→ 2S4, there are S4
3−→ S3 and
2S4





























which means that M(3) gratifies Eq. (3), too.


















5. Applications: autocatalytic CRNs decomposed for stability. In this section, the de-
composition strategy is applied to autocatalytic networks for stability analysis.
As stated in subsection 4.1, autocatalytic CRNs arise abundantly in the biochemical sys-
tems, which is deemed as the fundamental to the life process (e.g, self-replications of RNA
molecules [16], metabolic pathways). A typical example is an autocatalytic metabolism, such
as the Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle and glyoxylate cycle in central carbon metabolism [4].
Thus the study of stability analysis for autocatalytic CRNs is helpful to understand and en-
gineer the metabolic networks. The previous results in section 4 provide a feasible solution to
address the issue of stability of autocatalytic CRNs.
Property 2. Assume an autocatalytic M = (S, C,R,K) admitting an equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rn>0
can be decomposed into several two-species M(p)’s (p = 1, · · · , `) according to every pair
(Ri,j ,Rj,i). Then x∗ is reaction vector balanced in M if and only if each x∗(p) = (x∗i , x∗j ) ∈
R2>0, Si, Sj ∈ S is reaction vector balanced in M(p) .
Proof. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix 2. D. The proof of Property 2.
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We thus can present a sufficient condition to suggest the stability of an autocatalytic
network through the decomposition strategy.
Theorem 11. Given an autocatalytic M = (S, C,R,K) with an equilibrium x∗ ∈ Rn>0,
suppose it can be decomposed into a few two-species autocatalytics M(p)’s (p = 1, · · · , `) as-
sociated with (Ri,j ,Rj,i). Then x∗ is locally asymptotically stable if every M(p) is reaction
vector balanced and gratifies Eqs. (6) and (7).
Proof. Combining Corollary 6 and Property 2, the result comes immediately.
We give two examples to exhibit the validity of Theorem 11 and Property 2: one is a
constructed network, the other is a reduced metabolic autocatalytic network [4].




o 2 / S3
1




1 // 3S2 , 3S1 + S2
2 // 4S1 ,(16)
S1 + 2S3
1 // 3S3 , 3S1 + S3
2 // 4S1 ,
S4 + 2S3
1 // 3S3 , 3S4 + S3
2 // 4S4 .
Assume it obeys three conservation laws x1 +x2 =
√
3+1
2 , x2 +x3 =
√
3+1




then it is easy to get that x∗ = (
√
3−1




> is a reaction vector balanced equilibrium.
We decompose the network into three two-species subsystemsM(p)|3p=1 with S(1) = {S1, S2},



















> are reaction vector balanced in M(1),
M(2) and M(3), respectively. These results reveal that the MAS share the same equilibrium
with that of the subsystems, which is consistent with Property 2. Finally we can verify that
every subsystem M(p) supports Eqs. (6) and (7), so based on Theorem 11 the MAS is locally
asymptotically stable at (
√
3−1












i = 1, · · · , n, Sn+1 = S1.
The lower part in this network can be viewed as an autocatalytic cycle model [4] without inflow
and outflow, which usually appears in metabolic networks.
By selecting ki,1 = ki,2 = 1, ki+1,1 = 2, i = 1, · · · , n, and supposing this network to follow
the mass conservation laws xi+xi+1 = 2, i = 1, · · · , n−1, we get x∗ = (1, · · · , 1)> is a reaction
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vector balanced equilibrium in this MAS. Clearly, this network can be decomposed into n two-
species autocatalytic CRNs according to reaction vectors, i.e., S(1) = (S1, S2), S(2) = (S2, S3),
· · · , S(n) = (Sn, S1), respectively. Further, it is not hard to compute that every subnetwork
successively admits a reaction vector balanced equilibrium (1, 1)>, which is consistent with
Property 2. Finally, according to Remark 7 and Theorem 11, the equilibrium x∗ is locally
asymptotically stable.
6. Conclusion. From the above discussion, the conclusions can be reached that it is possi-
ble to capture the stability properties of some large-scale CRNs through the proposed network
decomposition technique. Some sufficient conditions are presented to suggest stability if the
network can be decomposed into a complex balanced subnetwork and a few 1-dimensional
subnetworks (or a few two-species subnetworks) whether the species are shared among sub-
networks or not. The results are finally applied to autocatalytic networks for validation.
Appendix.
Appendix 1: CRNs and related stability resutlts. In this section, some basic concepts
associated with CRNs are reviewed. For those special CRNs with stability property, the
available Lyapunov functions are recalled.
A.1. CRNs. Consider a network consisting of n species S1, · · · , Sn and r chemical reac-










ji ∈ Z≥0 are the complexes of reactant and product, respectively.
We give some definitions related to CRNs [12] that will be used throughout the paper.
Definition A.1. (CRN). A CRN is composed of three finite sets:
1. a set of species S = {S1, · · · , Sn};
2. a set of complexes C =
⋃r
i=1{v·i, v′·i} and the jth entry of v·i is the stoichiometric
coefficient of Sj in this complex, based on which (A.1) is simply written as v.i → v′.i;
3. a set of reactions R = {v·1 → v′·1, · · · , v·r → v′·r}, satisfying ∀ v·i ∈ C, v·i → v·i /∈ R but
∃ v′·i, s.t. v·i → v′·i ∈ R or v′·i → v·i ∈ R.
The triple (S, C,R) or N , (S, C,R) is usually used to indicate a CRN.
Definition A.2. (weakly reversible and reversible CRN) A CRN (S, C,R) is weakly re-
versible if for each reaction v·i → v′·i ∈ R, there exists a chain of reactions, which starts
from v′·i and ends with v·i, i.e., v
′
·i → v·i1 ∈ R, v·i1 → v·i2 ∈ R, · · · , v·im → v·i ∈ R. In
particular, if ∀v·i → v′·i ∈ R, there is v′·i → v·i ∈ R, we say that this network is reversible.
Definition A.3. (stoichiometric subspace). For a CRN (S, C,R), the linear subspace S ,
span{v′·1 − v·1, · · · , v′·r − v·r} is called the stoichiometric subspace of the network, and its
dimension dimS is called the dimension of the network.
Definition A.4. (stoichiometric compatibility class). Given a CRN (S, C,R), for x0 ∈ Rn≥0,
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S (x0)
⋂
Rn>0 are the stoichiometric compatibility class, nonnegative and positive stoichiomet-
ric compatibility class of x0, respectively.
Definition A.5. (deficiency) For a CRN (S, C,R),
δ = |C| − l − dimS
is defined as the deficiency of the network with |C| and l represent the numbers of complexes
and of linkage classes in the network, respectively.
When a CRN obeys the mass action law, the reaction rate may be measured according to
the power law with respect to the species concentrations, e.g., for the ith reaction v·i → v′·i








where ki ∈ R>0 is the reaction rate constant, and x ∈ Rn≥0 represents the concentration vector
of the species Si with each element xi.
Definition A.6. (MAS). A CRN (S, C,R) with mass-action kinetics is called an MAS, rep-
resented by the quadrupleM , (S, C,R,K), where K = {k1, · · · , kr} is the set of reaction rate
constants.
In the context, we are mainly concerned with MASs. Denote the stoichiometric matrix of
N = (S, C,R) by Γ ∈ Zn×r with the ith column Γ·i = v′·i − v·i, termed reaction vector, and
the r-dimensional non-negative vector function of reaction rate by Ξ(x) with each component




= ΓΞ(x), x ∈ Rn≥0.
Definition A.7. (equilibrium) For an M = (S, C,R,K), a positive point x∗ ∈ Rn>0 is an
equilibrium in M if it satisfies ΓΞ(x∗) = 0. An MAS that admits an equilibrium is a balanced
MAS.
Following the notion of balanced CRN, we introduce a new concept, termed as generalized
balancing, which first emerged in [15] in a stochastic version. In this paper, we extended this
notion to the deterministic case.
Definition A.8. (generalized balancing) We say an M = (S, C,R,K) is generalized bal-
anced at x∗ ∈ Rn>0 if there exists a set of tuples of subsets of reaction set R, denoted as
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Remark A.9. Definition A.8 declares that generalized balancing encompasses the following
cases,










v′·i → v·i ∈ R
}
,
• complex balancing with the set A induced by any z ∈ C, i.e., A = {z | z ∈ C},
Lz =
{





v·i → v′·i ∈ R | v′·i = z
}
,
• reaction vector balancing [5] with the set A induced by every given reaction vector
η ∈ Zn, i.e., A = {η | η := v′·i − v·i,∀i},
Lη =
{





v·i → v′·i ∈ R | v′·i − v·i = −η
}
.
• any combinatorial forms of the above three types of balancing and other possibilities.
Note that a generalized balanced MAS must be a balanced MAS. The former two classes of
balancing are often encountered in the literature with detailed balancing request the structure
of the network to be reversible while complex balanced network to be weakly reversible. It is
obvious that a detailed balanced network must be a complex balanced one, and not vice versa.
Let us consider the following example to illustrate the concept of reaction vector balancing.





o , E + EP
k3 // 2EP .(A.4)
where both trans- and cis-autophosphorylation reactions happens, and E,EP are proteins.
There are 4 complexes, 2 linkage classes, and dimS = 1, which implies that the deficiency
δ = 4− 2− 1 = 1. Let S1 = E,S2 = EP , there are two reaction vectors (−1, 1)>, (1,−1)> in
the network. If this system has a positive reaction vector balanced equilibrium (x∗1, x
∗
2), then















c < k2k3 a positive constant.
A.2. Some known Lyapunov functions. As stated in the Introduction, for some spe-
cial CRNs, such as those with weakly reversible structure and those with dimension 1, their
stability (under some moderate conditions) has been well studied and the corresponding Lya-
punov functions are also proposed. For the former under complex balancing condition, the









, x ∈ Rn>0.(A.5)
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ln ũ(y†(x) + αω)dα, x ∈ Rn>0(A.6)






















where ω ∈ Rn\{0n} is a set of bases of S , and βi ∈ Z\{0} satisfies v′·i−v·i = βiω, i = 1, · · · , r,
and moreover, γ ∈ C 2(Rn>0;R>0), y† ∈ C 2(Rn>0;Rn>0) are constrained by x = y†(x) + γ(x)ω
and γ(x+ bω) = γ(x) + b , ∀b ∈ R, respectively.
Appendix 2: Detailed proofs. In the appendix, we provide detailed proofs for some results
appearing in section 3, section 4 and section 5.
B. The proof of Theorem 3. Denote the state of M(p) by x(p) ∈ Rnp>0. Since ∀p 6=
q ∈ {0, 1, ..., `}, Ep := S(0)
⋂













where xi, xj represent the species Si, Sj . Mean-




















where rp is the number of reactions in M(p).
Since every M(p) for p = 1, · · · , ` is reaction vector balanced, plus condition (2) listed in
Theorem 3, without loss of generality, the reactions inM(p) are supposed to be classified into



















>}. SinceM(p) is 1-dimensional, we can construct a























>, represents the components that are not involved in the




>0 ) and ωp share
the same meanings with (A.6).
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it is easy to derive the following function







The next step is to verify that f(x) is able to be a Lyapunov function for M. Because
of the continuity of ũp(x̃
(p)) and (3), we know that, for p = 1, · · · , `, there must exist a
neighborhood of x̃∗
(p)
, denoted by N (x̃∗(p)), s.t. ∀x̃(p) ∈ N (x̃∗(p)), it holds
ω>p ∇ũp(x̃(p)) > 0.
Since ũp(x̃
(p)) = exp{ω>p ∇f (p)(x̃(p))}, we have
∇ũp(x̃(p)) = ũp∇2f (p)(x̃(p))ωp.
From Property 1, x∗ is a generalized equilibrium point in M, then ∀x ∈ D(x∗) with












































with the equality holding if and only if µ = 0n. Thus f(x) is strictly convex in this region.













|x=x∗ = 0>n , we obtain
f(x) ≥ f(x∗) = 0 for x ∈ D(x∗).











































p ∇f (p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ḟ (p)(x(p))
,
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·i (exp{βiω>p ∇f (p)(x(p))} − 1) = 0








(p)) = 1, which
means x(p) = x∗(p). The remaining proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 and we omit it here.

C. The proof of Theorem 8. As we know, the complex balanced M(0) has a Lyapunov








to render the asymptotic stability of x(0). Besides, ∀p = 1, · · · , `, there is a candidate Lya-
punov function for M(p), which is given by















































Integrating the above information, we can construct the following function




















Ulteriorly, we aim to state f(x) is localy positive definite. By computing the Hessian









































uous, by the third condition in Theorem 8, there is a neighborhood of x∗j for Sj ∈ S\S(0),
















































> = 0>n , which im-
plies f(x) is lower bounded by f(x∗) = 0. Then we continue to certify ḟ(x) ≤ 0. Here, we
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use the similar form of (B.1) to represent the dynamics of M although the parameters and










































∇f (p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ḟ (p)(x(p))
.
It is obvious that ḟ (0)(x(0)) ≤ 0 with the equality holding only at xi = x∗i for Si ∈ S(0),
since M(0) is complex balanced. Further, since every M(p), p = 1, · · · , `, is reaction vector
balanced, according to Lemma 4, there is ḟ (p)(x(p)) ≤ 0 where the equality holds only if
x(p) = x∗(p), which directly follows (9). Consequently it states that ḟ(x) ≤ 0 with ḟ(x) = 0 if
and only if x = x∗. 
D. The proof of Property 2. In terms of the reactions pair (Ri,j ,Rj,i), the dynamics of
















where i = 1, · · · , n. Then we explain the sufficiency. Assume everyM(p) has a reaction vector
balanced equilibirum x∗
(p)
= (x∗i , x
∗
j ) ∈ R2>0, for p = 1, · · · , `, i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Based on
condition (3) in Definition 5, we might as well assume i is fixed and j = 1, · · · ,m, thus, there
is (1) cjk1,αi = kj,αi ,∀j = 1, · · · ,mi, for all reaction rates in Rji, (2) cjki,α1 = ki,αj , ∀j =

















which implies each (Ri,j ,Rj,i) has a reaction vector balanced equilibrium (x∗i , x∗j ), j = 1, · · · ,m.
Namely, we can know that for (Ri,j ,Rj,i) with different js and fixed i, they share the same
concentration x∗i at their respective equilibria. As a result, the compounded concentration
x∗ = (x∗1, · · · , x∗n) from all x∗(p) is a reaction vector balanced equilibirum of M. In reverse,
the necessity is obvious. 
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